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Introduction 
Jarrison Time’s leave module enables the accumulation, processing, overview and reporting of various 
types of leave adjustments. These leave types can be linked to Manual Adjustments in Jarrison’s T&A 
side or work independently. 

The Leave module must be enabled through 'Registration' (under Setup' on the menu bar).  

Type 
Various leave types can be set up from ‘Leave’, ‘Type’ on the menu. 

 

Begin by clicking ‘Add’ to add a new leave type, then enter long and short descriptions. 

Under Entitlement place a tick in the checkbox for Accrual if the leave type is to be accumulated. If 
it’s a fixed type of leave the checkbox will remain empty.  

Employees may or may not be entitled to or eligible for fixed leave, depending on their specific 
situation. Accrual would be applied for leave types which should be accrued. 
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You can then select from the dropdown list whether the leave accrues monthly (on the first or last day 
of the month) or at the start of the cycle. 

An accrued leave type is one where a maximum number of days for the full cycle are defined and the 
length of the cycle is defined as well. The leave days then accumulate monthly towards the maximum 
specified. So as a simple example, if an employee were entitled to 12 days of leave over a year, they 
would accumulate that leave at a rate of 1 day per month. Examples of accrued leave types would be 
sick paid and annual leave. 

Fixed leave types are those which are set as having a maximum number of days, and the period 
length no longer factors in to validity or accumulation. For example, if an employee is entitled to 3 days 
of paternity leave, they are entitled to that from their first month of service; they do not need to wait for 
it to accumulate before using it. Examples of fixed leave types would be paternity and unpaid leave. 

Fixed leave types will not reflect any balance until leave is taken, at which point the taken days will 
reflect as a balance. 

Under Cycle, Duration it can be determined what period of time constitutes a full cycle for the leave 
type. 

If a negative balance is permitted, the number of negative days can be specified here. 

‘Extend availability by’ determines whether the leave can effectively be carried over to future cycles, 
or lost if not taken. 

Under Cycle Start you can set whether the leave cycle starts with the employee hire date, at the 
beginning of the calendar year, or at some other specified date. 

If a document should be provided by the employee each time the leave type is booked, check the box 
for ‘Document Required’. This is not the same document upload found in Employee Details. The 
system will not prevent the leave from being booked if no document is uploaded. 

If the selected leave type should appear in the Annual Overview window, tick the checkbox for ‘Use 
in Annual Overview’ and if desired set the Fore and Back colours to display in the Annual 
Overview. 

If this leave type is to link with leave configured as a Manual Adjustment, select the appropriate leave 
from the dropdown list next to Link Adjustment. 

If leave is linked, from the Allocation tab you would now configure the linked Manual Adjustment the 
same way as from ‘Setup, ‘Adjustments’. 
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Scheme 
From ‘Leave’, ‘Scheme’ you can then add the leave types per cycle requirements and form schemes, 
which are then applied to employees.  
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Click ‘Add’ to add a scheme, then after adding long and short names click ‘Add Item’. In the Leave 
Type dropdown menu select the leave to set. Under Entitlement then add the start month and end 
month, as well as the number of days to be allocated per month, and the maximum that can be 
accumulated in the given period. 

The maximum would come into effect in the case a user has assigned an employee to two overlapping 
schemes, the maximum will prevent over allocation during the accrual for the cycle. 

In the above example, Annual leave has been set to indefinitely accumulate 15 days from the first 
month, up to a maximum of 15 days for each period (as defined by Duration under Leave Type 
setup). 

There is also Sick leave which only accrues one day per month for the first 6 months for a maximum of 
6 days, after which the balance of the allowed 30 days are made available.  

Family responsibility is not available for the first four months of an employee’s service, from month 4 
onwards they will be eligible for 3 days per cycle.  

Assigning Schemes 
Note that once an employee is on a Scheme, if their service ends and they are reinstated it will not be 
possible to Clear the rehire date (only change it). Leave accumulations will then be based on the 
rehire date. 

To set an employee on a particular scheme, go to Employee Details and then the Leave tab. 
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Then double-click on the existing Scheme entry, and from the dropdown list 
select the scheme the employee should be on. If a new scheme is required 
click ‘Add’, select the date to apply the scheme from and which scheme to 
apply. 

 

 

In the lower left of the screen is a line advising from when the next accumulation will be processed. To 
change this date click ‘Change Accumulation Date’ and then select a date from the calendar that 
appears. Leave for the employee will only be processed from this date forwards. 

 

To change this for a group of people at once: load a filter, 
select ‘All ‘All Employees in list’ and then go to ‘Leave’, 
‘Accrual Date Change’.  

 

 

 

Schemes can also be assigned in bulk, by 
loading a filter and selecting ‘All Employees 
in list’ and then going to ‘Multiple Actions’, 
‘Leave Scheme Change’.  
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Processing Leave 
Once employees are set on schemes, a calculation needs to be run to process their due days. To do 
this go to ‘Leave’, ‘Process Accumulation’. This can be done for individuals, or for all employees in 
the list. Once the accumulation has been performed, the Accumulate From date on Employee 
Details, Leave tab will update to correspond with the new accumulation date. 

 

There is a setting under ‘Setup, ‘System Configuration’, ‘Engine’ tab called ‘Process ‘Leave 
Accrual’ Daily’. This determines whether the Engine should process leave daily or not. 

 

From ‘Action’, ‘Lockdown Dates’ it is also possible to set an earliest possible calculation date for 
leave transactions, separate to the T&A calculation lock date. 
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Note that when an employee begins service once a cycle has started their leave accumulation will be 
pro-rata. The leave will be calculated according to: ((months employed within the cycle / cycle length) * 
maximum days to be allocated during cycle). The employee would then be allocated the result of the 
above formula according to the leave scheme they are assigned.  

Viewing Leave 
Once leave accumulation has been calculated, balances can be viewed. This can be done from the 
Overview window, or if the option is applied in the Leave Type balances can also be seen from 
Employee Details, Leave tab (example below).  

 

The ‘Change Accumulation Date’ button can be used to reset the accumulation date for individuals 
(the date from which the next accumulation will be done). Note a re-process of accumulation should 
follow any change of accumulation date. 

There is a Multiple Action for ‘Leave Accrual Date Change’ to change the date for everyone 
selected in the employee list, under the ‘Multiple Actions’ menu option. 
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Right-clicking on the Leave Balances area will present a context menu with options to 
go to the Overview window, and select number of decimal places to display. If there 
are leave types with zero balance they may be hidden from here. 

 

Overview 
From ‘Leave’, ‘Overview’ or as above:

 

From this window you can choose a Date Range, and a Leave Type to view. In the Balances tab 
(above) you can see an overview summarizing the current leave balance situation. By default the 
Leave Type shown will be that of Code 1 in the database (System Configuration, General-1, tick 
‘Show Database Code’ and then check the leave in the Leave Type window to confirm). 

From the Accruals tab you can view all the accumulations for the specified period and leave type that 
result in the displayed balances. 
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If need be, balance adjustments (covered later in this manual) can be deleted or excluded from totals, 
to allow re-accumulation without adjustments. (Options need to be enabled in User Groups first) 

 

After re-accumulating balances, excluded adjustments can be included again.  

From the Taken tab you can view all the leave taken for the selected period. By selecting an entry, an 
‘Edit’ button will appear in the upper right and allow modification of the entry. 

 

If the selected entry has a document uploaded (per Leave Type requirement), ‘View Note’ and ‘Edit’ 
buttons will be available to allow for viewing of the document. Right-clicking will also allow editing via 
the menu. 
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From the Transactions tab you can view all transactions for the specified period and leave type. 

 

Balance Manipulation 

Importing Opening Balances 
Opening balances for accrued leave types can be brought in through an import process, by going to 
‘Leave’, ‘Initial Setup’, ‘Import Leave Take On Balances’. The import file will need to be formatted 
according to the template located at C:\Program Files (x86)\Jarrison Systems\Jarrison 
Time\Template for Importing Leave Balances.txt.  

Note that accumulations need to be processed for employees before a balance can be imported; and 
balances over 99 will not import, they will need to be manually applied. 
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Converting Leave 
It is also possible to convert existing adjustments into leave adjustments, from ‘Leave’, ‘Initial Setup’, 
‘Convert Adjustment to Leave transactions’. Select the adjustment type to convert, and the date 
from which to convert it. 

 

Note: Conversions cannot be undone! 
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Adjusting Balances 
Balances can be adjusted at any time by going to ‘Leave’, ‘Adjust Balances’.

 

Select the Leave Type and cycle to modify and then enter a value in the field for Edit Balance by, or 
enter a new balance value for New Balance. The maximum may be 120 days. The adjustment can be 
dated as needed, and a comment can also be added with the change. 

Expired balances are indicated in red. 

Booking Leave 
Leave can be booked in a few ways. From ‘Leave’, ‘Book’ leave can be booked for a selected 
employee. If the leave type being booked requires a document this is the method that will provide the 
upload option. 
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Select the Leave Type from the dropdown, and then select the dates the leave should be applied for. 
Comments may be added if desired. 

Leave can be booked for groups of employees as well, by loading a filter and then selecting ‘All 
Employees in List’. Then go to ‘Leave’, ‘Multiple Bookings’. 

From here select the leave type, and dates to apply the leave, then click ‘Book Leave’ to apply to all 
selected employees. Leave can also be removed the same way, only clicking ‘Delete Leave’. 

This method will add the full leave allocation to the day (per day program target time) to any time 
categories already present. 
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Leave can also be booked through Daily Details, although required documents need to be added via 
‘Book’, ‘Leave’ or editing the leave after it’s been booked. This method of booking will balance the 
leave allocation for the day against clocked time (per day program target time). 

 

Note that all adjustment shortcut buttons linked with leave types will be colour-coded green, as will any 
leave transactions. 

By right-clicking on the leave line in Daily Details, an option to ‘Edit Leave’ 
is made available.  
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Reporting 
There is a specific report type for Leave made available once the module is enabled. 

From the Report Creator add a new report, then on the General tab select Leave as the Report 
Type. 

 

In the Details tab there will be a range of Leave-specific fields to report on. Below is an example of a 
layout for a basic report showing leave balances: 

 

Following is an example of a layout for a basic report showing leave transactions: 
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Note that there are Field options for Taken and Bal Taken; the difference between the two is Taken is 
used to show what was taken in the current cycle, Bal Taken would normally be shown along with 
Cycle Start and Cycle End details, and thus show which cycle the balance was taken from. 
Entitlement is the maximum amount of leave that would be accrued and available to the employee for 
the cycle. 

Combined leave balances can reported on, in order to achieve this no leave cycle dates should be 
added in the report. 

Planned Events 
Leave reports may be added as Planned Events. For further detail on setting up Planned Events 
please refer to the Configuration manual.   

Note that once the leave report is selected as the report there will be an additional button at the 
bottom of the screen, ‘Select Leave Types’: 
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Clicking that button presents a screen where the leave type(s) to be reported on can be selected, as 
below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Exporting Leave 
Leave can be exported by setting up an export layout in the File Creator. The exact layout will be 
determined by the system to which the file is being exported. 
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Appendix A – Common South African Leave 
Types (per BCEA) 
Annual leave 

An annual leave cycle is a period of 12 months with the same employer, calculated from the 
employee's commencement of employment, or from the completion of that employee’s previous leave 
cycle. 

Annual leave can accumulate in the following ways: 

21 consecutive days' annual leave on full remuneration in respect of each annual leave cycle; or 

by agreement, one day of annual leave on full remuneration for every 17 days on which the employee 
worked or was entitled to be paid; 

by agreement, one hour of annual leave on full remuneration for every 17 hours on which the 
employee worked or was entitled to be paid. 

A monthly-paid employee working five days a week will be entitled to a minimum of 15 days of annual 
leave a year. This results in an accrual rate of 1.25 days a month (calculated by 15 / 12 = 1.25). 

A monthly-paid employee working six days a week will be entitled to a minimum of 18 days of annual 
leave a year. This results in an accrual rate of 1. 5 days a month (calculated by 18 / 12 = 1.5). 

Sick Leave 

Sick leave can accumulate in the following ways: 

During every sick leave cycle, an employee is entitled to an amount of paid sick leave equal to the 
number of days the employee would normally work during a period of six weeks. 

During the first six months of employment, an employee is entitled to one day's paid sick leave for 
every 26 days worked. 

During an employee’s first sick leave cycle, an employer may reduce the employee’s entitlement to 
sick leave in terms of subsection (1) by the number of days sick leave taken in terms of subsection (2). 

Family responsibility leave 
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Family responsibility leave is currently an allowance of 3 days per year. 

Applies to employees: 

Who have been in employment with an employer for longer than four months; and 

Who work for at least four days a week for that employer. 

The provisions cover instances where:  

The employee's child is born 

The employee's child or adopted child is sick 

The death of the employee’s spouse or life partner; the death of the employee's parent, adopted 
parent, grandchild, grandparent, or sibling. 

The death of any other relative is not covered by family responsibility leave. Those occasions must be 
treated as annual leave. 

Maternity leave 

Maternity leave is four months unpaid leave. 

An employee is entitled to at least four consecutive months' maternity leave. 

Paternity leave 

An employee is entitled to at least ten consecutive days of paternity leave following a birth. 

 

Reference: 

Chapter 3, https://www.gov.za/sites/default/files/gcis_document/201409/a75-97.pdf 

 

https://www.gov.za/sites/default/files/gcis_document/201409/a75-97.pdf

